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ABSTRACT 
 
 

"Big Data" refers to enormous amounts of unstructured data produced by high-

performance applications falling in a wide and heterogeneous family of application 

scenarios: from scientific computing applications to social networks, from e-

government applications to medical information systems, and so forth. Recent 

research in big data has shown that the amount of data continues to increase at an 

exponential rate. To process a massive amount of data on computing clusters, you 

need a powerful computing model like Hadoop and MapReduce. MapReduce 

framework is a programming model that processes terabytes of data in a very less 

amount of time. To achieve excellent performance, big data requires proper 

scheduling. Scheduling Technique is used to reduce starvation, increase the usage 

of resources, and also to assign jobs for available resources [1]. 

 

For the Hadoop MapReduce model, various scheduling algorithm has been 

developed, which differs widely in design, behavior, and handling various issues. 

First In First Out (FIFO) scheduling is the simplest and most efficient among the 

scheduling algorithm. A significant drawback of FIFO scheduling is the poor 

response time for short jobs in comparison to large jobs and low performance in 

handling multiple types of jobs. Existing resource allocation scheduling does not 

take the weight of each job into consideration which leads to unbalanced 

performance among nodes.  The objective of this research is to provide a strategy 

that balances resource allocation between short jobs and long jobs, considering the 

weight of each job. This study provides a faster response time to smaller jobs to 

achieve better performance in scheduling [1]. 

 

In the current scenario, there is no consideration of system load during allocation to 

task trackers and if one task tracker is slow, it can delay the whole MapReduce job. 

So, for this kind of system, we have to calculate a load of all data nodes as well as 

the speed of every task tracker. Assign the task to that node whose speed of task 

tracker is better to compare to other data nodes and maintain the load balancing. 
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1.1 Introduction 

According to recent research in data analytics, the amount of data increasing 

exponentially. The volume of digital information has increased because of the 

development of new technologies, devices, and communication like social 

networking sites and scientific research, a massive amount of data is produced 

which results into an enormous amount of unwanted data. So, it is essential to 

analyze the data for gaining information. Big data is the collection of technologies 

to extract, manage, and analyze datasets that are too large or complex also had a 

structural variation. Big Data, therefore, refers to our ability to make use of the 

ever-increasing volumes of data. Due to an increase in volume, variety, velocity, 

and variability of data, several challenges arise such as 1) Processing large data 

volume, 2) Analysis of big data, 3) Security breach, 4) Data Velocity 5)Storage of 

Big data, 6) Data visualization, 7) Connectivity and data sharing 8) Cost [5] [11]. 

1) Processing large data volume: Organizations collect data from a variety of 

sources like biology, astronomy, banking sector, social media, etc. which leads to 

complexities in processing it. 

2) Analysis of big data: Big Data obtained from various sources can be in different 

format variety and structure. It is challenging to analyze such data due to 

heterogeneity and incompleteness of data. 

3) Security Breach: As the information is coming from multiple sources, there 

would be higher chances to compromise privacy and security. Thus, managing all 

security standards is the biggest challenge in big data. 

4) Data velocity: With velocity, we refer to the speed with which data are being 

generated. The speed is an essential issue in big data. The speed of big data is 

relying on various concerns like an import-export issue, query-retrieval issue, and 

real-time/offline issue. 

5) Storage of Big data: Today, insanely large amount -or volume- of data is 

generated every minute and every hour. In context to the Social Media space, for 
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example, volume refers to the amount of data generated through web portals and 

online applications. Every day, users contribute to billions of images, posts, videos, 

tweets, etc. and that is why it becomes vital to store important information 

efficiently. 

6) Data visualization: Big Data visualization involves the presentation of data in a 

graphical format that makes it easy to understand and interpret. Visualization 

techniques should be effective enough to give real-time visualization. 

7) Connectivity and data sharing: This is one of the major issues that need to be 

considered in big data. Currently, many data points are not yet connected because 

of the variation of data standards, network interfaces, and access permissions 

issues. 

8) Cost: Cost is also an issue in big data. Additional hardware and software are 

required for computing large datasets which increases the costing 

 

1.1.1 Overview of Hadoop Framework  
 

Today a wide number of advanced tools are available to process and analyze 

datasets, among them most popular is Apache Hadoop. Various types of data, like 

unstructured, structured, images, etc. Hadoop is an open-source software 

framework used to develop data processing applications executed in a distributed 

environment. Hadoop can process a massive amount of data in the range of 

petabytes. It makes copies of data at different nodes which shows higher 

availability. A Hadoop frame- worked application works in an environment that 

provides distributed storage and computation across clusters of computers. Hadoop 

is designed to scale up from a single server to thousands of machines, each offering 

local computation and storage [20] [28].  

 

 Hadoop Framework includes the following four modules  

 Hadoop Common: These are Java libraries and utilities needed by other 

Hadoop modules. These libraries provide file system and OS level 
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abstractions and contain the necessary Java files and scripts necessary to 

start Hadoop. 

 Hadoop YARN: This is a framework for job scheduling and cluster resource 

management. 

 Hadoop Distributed File System: A distributed file system that provides 

high-throughput access to application data. It stores a different file 

efficiently. Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS)  

 Hadoop MapReduce: This is a YARN-based system for parallel processing 

of large data sets. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.1 : Hadoop Framework [21] 
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Below are some important features of Hadoop –  

 

Distributed environment: Data of cluster collected through many nodes. And it 

will process in parallelly and finally, it will be saved into Hadoop Distributed File 

System as a distributed manner [7].  

 

Open source: Users can change the basics of Hadoop as per their requirement, so 

we can say that Apache Hadoop is open source.  

 

Fault Tolerance: At the time of the process, Hadoop has created a replica of each 

block. Whenever it will be modified, the effect of modification occurs overall 

replica. So, any time any node will become a failure, we can easily recover data 

from the replica. 

 

Reliability: Any point of time suppose your machine will go down, you can 

satisfactorily securely recover your data. 

 

High Availability: whenever failure of any node occurs, data will be available in 

a short time from any other available pathway [15]. 

 

Scalability: in the existing Hadoop distributed system, any new node will be 

entered, the whole environment is working as it is [7] [15].  

 

Economy: For the Hadoop distributed system, generally we used common purpose 

machines. Even any cluster has no requirement of any specific node. At the time of 

expansion also, in the Hadoop cluster, no expensive node is required. And so, we 

can say that the Hadoop framework is cost-effective.   

 

Data Locality: “move computation to data instead of data to computation” – this 

is the basic fundamental of Apache Hadoop [8]. At the time of the new process of 

Map-reduce, it will transfer data to cluster in place of the new cluster generation. 
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1.1.2 Overview of Hadoop Distributed file system (HDFS) 

 
The Hadoop distributed file system is the primary data storage system used by 

Hadoop Application. HDFS has a master/slave architecture, which comprises a 

single Name Node, also known as Master Node, and all the remaining nodes are 

Data Nodes known as Slave Nodes. All the primary functions like to open, close, 

and rename files and directories are managed by the Name Node. Creation, 

deletion, and replication of blocks is mainly managed by the data node as per the 

instruction of the name node [34] [46].  

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 : Overview of HDFS Architecture [20] 
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When radiologists analyze new cases in the clinical routine, About Architecture……  

 

 Name Node: The Name Node is the central part of HDFS. It only stores the 

metadata of HDFS. E.g. Filename, Path, no. of data blocks Block IDs, Block 

Location, No. of Replicas, and Slave related configuration. In the file system, it 

records the clusters, having the directory tree of all the files. Name Node 

maintains and manages the slave nodes, and assigns work to Data Nodes. Name 

Node is so critical to HDFS, and when the Name Node is down, HDFS/Hadoop 

cluster is inaccessible and considered down. Executes file system namespace 

operation like opening/closing files, renaming files, and directories [17] [23]. 

 

 Data Node: Data Node works as a Slave in a Hadoop cluster. 1) Data Node store 

Business data. It is actual worker node were Read/Write/Data processing is 

handled. Name Node and Data Node are in constant communication. As 

instruction received from Master, it performs creation/replication/deletion of 

data blocks. When a Data Node goes down, it does not affect the whole cluster 

because the Name Node chooses new Data Nodes for new replicas, balance disk 

usage and manages the communication traffic to the Data Nodes [17] [23]. 

 

 Job Tracker: The MapReduce processing is handled by The JobTracker and 

TaskTracker nodes in Hadoop. The Job Tracker controls the overall job 

execution process, and it runs on the Master node. All available processing 

resources are maintained by the job tracker in the Hadoop cluster. Job tracker 

monitor task tracker and receives status updates from it, also track progress and, 

if necessary, coordinate the handling of any failures. It selects appropriate Task 

Tracker nodes to execute tasks based on the proximity of the data and the 

available processing slots to execute a task on an assigned node [17] [23]. 

 

 Task Tracker: Task Tracker node runs on every slave node in the Hadoop 

cluster. The Job Tracker assigns tasks to the task tracker. It executes the task, 

and upon failure, it sends a report to the Job Tracker. Task Tracker Manage 
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Mapper and Reducer tasks that are executed on Data Nodes. Task Tracker and 

Job Tracker are in continuous communication to notifying the status of the task 

in execution [17] [23]. 

 

1.1.3 Overview of Map-Reduce functionality 
 

MapReduce is a framework suitable for the processing of a vast amount of data in 

parallel. It is based on the concept of key-value pairs. For example, if a text file 

‘input.txt’ has 100 lines of text in it, and system wanted to find out the frequency 

of occurrence of each word in the file then each line in the input.txt file is 

considered as a value and the offset of the line from the start of the file is considered 

as a key, here (offset, line) is an input key-value pair. To count the frequency of a 

word in the input.txt, a single word is considered as an output key, and a frequency 

of a word is considered as an output value [15] [21]. 

 

 

Figure 1.3 : Overview of Map-Reduce functionality [69] 

 

MapReduce processed in three ways, first is mapping, shuffling, and reducing.  
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Map phase: Map-Reduce programming model starts from the map phase. In this 

phase, the mapping function takes a set of data and converts it into many small data 

chunks sequence of key-value pairs. All these chunks are processed concurrently 

at the same time that embraces the parallel processing of data. In the mentioned 

example, the mapping phase counts the number of occurrences of each word from 

input splits and make a list in the form of <word, frequency> [15] [16]. 

 

Shuffle phase: After mapping, shuffling happens in which similar types of patterns 

are aggregated. MapReduce partitions data and sends it to a reducer. Its task is to 

identify the relevant records from the mapping phase output all the records for the 

same key are sent to a single reducer. In the above example, the same words are 

clubbed together along with their respective frequency [15] [16]. 

 

Reduce Phase: Finally, reducer combines and aggregates all the data which are 

received from the Shuffling phase. During the reduce phase, the reducer first 

merges values from the Shuffling stage and sorts all input records by key. In our 

example, this phase aggregates the values from the Shuffling phase i.e., calculates 

total occurrences of each word. 

 

Into the MapReduce task, Hadoop passes the Map and Reduce tasks into the cluster 

to the significant servers. The knowledge of data-processing such as allocation of 

tasks to different nodes, verifying that task was completed or not, copying data into 

the cluster of different nodes and all this will be managed by the framework. Most 

of this processing or computing takes can place on local space with data that 

compares the traffic between nodes. After that cluster will gather and compares the 

data into an appropriate form and sends this resultant data to the server after 

completion of this given tasks [15] [16]. 
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1.1.4 Overview of the scheduling algorithm 
 

To handle huge volumes of data and to achieve greater performance, Big Data 

requires proper scheduling. The scheduling problem has been an active area of 

research in computing systems since their inception. Scheduling plays an important 

role in big data, mainly in reducing the execution time and cost of processing. To 

reduce starvation and increase the use of resources and also to assign the jobs for 

available resources, the scheduling technique is used [7]. 

 

These huge amounts of data can be processed through the Hadoop framework. 

Hadoop is an open-source framework and compatible with all languages. 

Mapreduce is a technique used to provide parallel computing.  

 

MapReduce executes the programs in two phases, map and reduce so that each phase 

is defined by a function called mapper and reducer. A MapReduce framework 

consists of a master and multiple slaves. The master is responsible for the 

management of the framework, including user interaction, job queue organization, 

and task scheduling. Each slave has a fixed number of map and reduce slots to 

perform tasks. The job scheduler located in the master assigns tasks according to the 

number of free task slots reported by each slave through a heartbeat signal [5]. Each 

job is split into a large number of map and reduce tasks before being started. The 

runtime is in charge of running tasks for every job until they are completed. The 

tasks are executed in any of the slave nodes which comprise the MapReduce cluster.  

 

In particular, the task scheduler is responsible for deciding what tasks are run at each 

moment in time, as well as what the slave node will host the task execution [6]. 

Several scheduling algorithms are available which help Hadoop [7] to improve its 

performance in different factors such as Data locality rate and job completion time. 

Each of the traditional algorithms improves performance regarding certain factors. 

In Hadoop, data locality is the process of moving the computation close to where 

the actual data resides on the node, instead of moving large data to computation. 

This minimizes network congestion and increases the overall throughput of the 
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system. 

 

In a distributed system, a large number of processing nodes work independently 

through many pathways with the use of many other nodes. It may possible that 

certain nodes may not be connected with other nodes in this channel. At the starting 

level, every node has some workload, which knows as the initial load of that node 

and it may possible that every node has a different working capacity. The execution 

time of all nodes, data in-out time for every process and speed of node processing 

will differentiate between all processing nodes. For this, we can say that load 

balancing is important in map-reduce [30, 32]. 

 

While we are talking about the parallel processing paradigm, diversified distribution 

of data in cluster node load balancing is the main issue. So, to get efficiency and 

robustness of the process, we need to think about proper load distribution techniques 

and strategies [30, 32]. 

 

1.2 Application 
 

In the real data world, the use of big data techniques is already widely spread and 

been successfully utilized. In large scale industry was already used the big data 

analytics fundamentals in many areas. Recently, there are lots of structure, semi-

structured and unstructured databases on the Internet, mobile, and in the other 

library. With the use of the internet, its easy access to searching, managing, and 

searching. In general, collecting information comes from the World Wide Web 

(WWW). Every day the size of data will increase in the size. 

 

A wide range of possible applications big data technology has been identified. 

Potentially fruitful areas identify as: 

 

• Medical diagnosis 

• Smart cities 
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• Journalism  and advertising 

• The military 

• Crime prevention 

• Fashion and interior design 

• Architectural and engineering design 

 

 

Medical diagnosis - When radiologists analyze new cases in the clinical routine, 

they can be motivated to search for similar past cases in a historic database that 

could have had similar known anomalies. Retrieving similar images have the 

potential to help the specialists to interpret medical images, providing new insights 

and contributions to the current case. Also, differential diagnosis techniques may 

help to increase (or decrease) a certain degree of the professionals about their 

previous diagnosis hypothesis [8]. The automatic retrieval of similar images has 

been studied by many researchers [9] [10], culminating (among others) in the current 

components/methods of the Medical Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) 

systems 

 

Smart Cities – In recent times this project is very useful to develop an urban 

environment with the utilization of automation with different kinds of sensors. For 

that very Complex models are developed to solve real-time problems in an urban 

area. Real-time Sensors data are collected from the various systems and keep it 

licensing with humans to solve these real-time problems and developed an effective 

model. [19, 34]. 

 

Journalism and advertising - This application area is probably one of the prime 

users of CBIR technology at present though not in the form originally envisaged. In 

the early years of CBIR development, hopes were high that the technology would 

provide efficient and effective retrieval of still images from photo libraries, 

eliminating or at least substantially reducing the need for manual keyword indexing. 

Disillusionment set in as the realization spread that the CBIR techniques under 
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development were of little use for retrieval by semantic content. Stock shot agencies 

now seem likely to base their retrieval systems on manual keywording for many 

years to come, though a few are experimenting with the use of CBIR software as 

adjuncts to keyword indexing. 

 

The Military - Military applications of different technology are possibly the best-

developed, though least publicized. Recognition of rival aircraft from radar displays, 

finding of objects from satellite images, and providing the direction of systems for 

cruise missiles are known examples though these almost certainly represent only the 

tip of the iceberg. Many of the investigation techniques used in crime anticipation 

could also be useful to the military field. 

 

Crime Prevention - Law enforcement agencies typically maintain large archives of 

visual evidence, including past suspects’ facial photographs (generally known as 

mug shots), fingerprints, type treads, and shoeprints. Whenever a thoughtful crime 

is accepted, they can compare proof from the act of the crime for its match to records 

in their archives. Strictly speaking, this is an example of identity rather than 

similarity matching, though since all such images vary naturally over time, the 

distinction is of little practical significance. Of more relevance is the distinction 

between systems designed for verifying the identity of a known individual 

(requiring matching against only a single stored record) and those capable of 

searching an entire database to find the closest matching records  

 

Fashion and interior design - Similarities can also be seen in the design process in 

other areas, including fashion and interior design. Here again, the designer has to 

work inside some constraints, such as the choice of materials. The capacity to search 

a group of fabrics to find a combination of color or texture is progressively being 

accepted as an aid to the design method. 

 

Architectural and engineering design - Architectural and engineering design give 

a no of collective features the use of 2-D and 3-D models to represent design objects, 
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the requirement to imagine designs for the help of non- technical clients, and the 

necessity to work within constraints, often financial. Such constraints mean that the 

designer needs to be known of earlier designs, mostly if these can be changed to the 

problem at hand. Hence the capability to search design records for earlier examples 

which are in some way similar, or meet criteria, can be valuable.  

 
1.3 Motivation 

 
Whenever we are talking about workload distribution for data processing, many 

factors like data cluster, the network of those clusters, processing nodes, availability 

of those nodes, etc. comes into the picture [23]. If we use a single resource to 

accomplish this task, it will generate a bottleneck with compare to multiple resources 

for work distribution. And for that different purpose of load balancing, we have to 

consider throughput, response time, process overload, and utilization of resources. 

 

For efficient working of distributed systems, it requires the optimal way execution of 

process [3]. Talking about multi-tasking scenario for some intercommunication 

process, parallel processing for different modules links in a certain way for 

partitioning difficulty [17]. In that, the consideration of execution time is defined to 

minimize the overall execution time. There is a certain issue related to this load 

balancing paradigm. Those load balancing analyzed issues are as below:  

 

a) Because some processing components have some finite distant or communication 

pathway have some finite bandwidth, they have to define task migration paradigm [7, 

10, 11].  

b) The execution time of the main job doesn't need to be equal to the summation of 

every smaller task of the main job [7, 10, 11].  

c) Workload created periodically by the user, load calculation of each process node 

in the network may vary [7, 10, 11].  

d) With every segment of the process, the size of the disc, operating system, and each 

processor's capacity is also varied [7, 10, 11]. 
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With the increasing data storage capacity and improvement of data processing, we 

have to increase efficiency and produce more accurate load distribution. And for that, 

this proposed system will suggest the improved version for efficiency improvement 

of data processing. 

 
1.4 Objectives 

 
The main objective of the proposed work on data processing is load balancing. The 

research work is to calculate the load of every processing node with education system 

data and to map different parameters to get balance work distribution. With the use 

of this load, we can find the available nodes for the process. And so, the efficient 

workload distribution can occur. To address this broad objective, we identify the 

following steps: 

 

•  Calculate the load of all the data nodes. 

• Find out the fast data node and also the weak data node. 

• Assign a task to that node which node has a minimum load with compare 
to others to maintain the load balancing. 

 

1.5 Original Contribution by the Thesis 
 

Currently, in the map-reduce process for the Hadoop distributed file system, the running load 

of every data node is not calculated at the time of process initialization. Also if any data node 

is working slowly, it will not be considered at the time of process initialization. And for this 

reason, the complete Map Reduce process becomes slow. So for this kind of environment, at 

the initial level, every name node has to calculate the load of every available data node. Also, 

the name node has to calculate the speed of every data node's process completion time. Then 

after only name node has to assign a new task to that node, which data node's task tracker has 

batter speed with compare to other data node's task tracker processing speed to maintain the 

load balancing.   
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To solve the first issue where different data node has different processing speed, the 

proposed system will calculate the actual running load of every available data node's 

load which are available under a single name node. 

 

To solve the second issue where every data node has a different processing speed, 

the proposed system will also calculate the speed of every data node's processing. It 

means it will calculate time to completion of the process at each data node. 

 

To solve the third issue, name node will assign a new task to only that node which 

has no current load or assign load which data node has a minimum load with 

compare to other data node to maintain load balancing. 

 
1.6 Work Plan 

 
• At the initial stage of my phd, I was starting with my course work of research. In 

that course work, there are two subjects included, one is the research methodology 

and the second is the core subject that is big data analytics. 

• After that, I was done the literature survey of my research from the different 

reputed journals, from different books and many web references. 

• Whatever I found from the literature survey, I do the comparative analysis of that 

work and find the research gap for the research. 

• Based on this research gap and my objective I was started implementation wok of 

my proposed algorithm.  

• After implemented the proposed algorithm, whatever result I found, I compared 

that result with the previously available result to find the success of the proposed 

work. 

• After getting the proper result of my proposed work, I was started thesis writing, 

which is very crucial for this research. And this way I completed my whole phd 

work.  
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Figure 1.4 : Work plan 

 

1.7 Structure of the thesis 
 
We have seen an introduction part of data analytics and different techniques of data 

analytics in Chapter 1. That first of all we have seen the overview of Hadoop. We 

had discussed the basic framework of Hadoop. In which we discussed Hadoop 

common, Hadoop yarn, and different features of Hadoop. After that, we were taken 

a brief introduction to the Hadoop distributed file system. In that, we discussed the 

basic architecture of the Hadoop distributed file system. We see that working of 

name node, data node, job tracker, and task tracker. After that, we see how map-

reduce can work in this environment. Also, we discussed the mapper function, 

shuffling function, and reducer function in detail. After that, we discussed the main 

focus area of this research and that is the scheduling algorithm. We were also 

discussing the various application of this field. After that, I tried to explain the 

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
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motivation of this research and my main focus area of this research "objective". 

What is my original contribution to this, I also include this part in this chapter. The 

limitation of this work also included in this chapter. And finally given my workflow 

of research.  

 

In chapter 2, we present a literature survey related to this research. That first of all, 

I was given a detailed study of the basic requirement of big data analytics. Then I 

was trying to give a detailed study of different data transfer techniques, which 

describes the different methods of data transfer like parallel and pipeline. Based on 

that I was given a basic study of load balancing requirements on which my research 

is dependent. 

 

In chapter 3, we try to give a comparative study of many criteria that are affected by 

our research. We gave a comparative study of different big data techniques, a 

comparative study between the google file system and Hadoop distributed file 

system, comparative study of different scheduling techniques, a comparative study 

between homogeneous system and heterogeneous system, and comparison between 

parallel method and pipeline method. We are also present the problem definition of 

the research over here.     

 

In chapter 4, we discuss the main part of this research and that is the objectives of 

the research. After that, we try to give a fundamental overview of the existing 

system's flow of work. After that, we are presenting the proposed algorithm. And 

the flow of proposed work. We also include the methodology of research in this 

chapter. At last in the chapter, we mention the scope of work. 

 

In chapter 5, the implementation of this research is given in detail. We tried to give 

an explanation beginning from the basic installation of Hadoop to final map-reduce 

installation steps. We also try to give details explanations of single node installation 

and how can we transfer from a single node to a multi-node installation. Here, we 

try to give some basic ideas for the installation of the scheduling algorithm, which 
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is the main part of this research. After successfully implementing the algorithm, we 

fetch the result from that. We give the detailed result analysis of this proposed 

algorithm with a comparison of the already available scheduling algorithm. Here we 

also graphically give result analysis to easily understand the difference between all 

values.   

 

And finally, in chapter 6 we conclude our reach work. Here we are given that what 

we achieved with this proposed algorithm. We also include the scope of future 

enhancement of this work, which will help other researchers to enhance this 

algorithm in the future. 
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CHAPTER - 2 

Literature Review 

 
This chapter provides a detailed background study of the basic theory used in 

this thesis. To minimize the conciseness and to avoid inconsequential 

discussions, we are not present a detailed description of the background theory 

over here. Here, I provide a brief introduction that highlights the basic concepts 

and contributions to the understanding of this thesis. The basic concepts and 

definitions are used in subsequent chapters of this thesis. 

 

The major consideration of this chapter two is defined as follows.  

 
2.1 The basic requirement of big data analytics 

 
Many researchers have given their significant contribution to the field of data 

analytics requirements. In this section, we are going to discuss their work. 

 

Konstantin Shvachko, Hairong Kuang, Sanjay Radia, Robert Chansler [1] who 

proposed a detailed analysis of the Hadoop distributed file system for big data. 

They proposed a related Hadoop framework that is used to make design and 

analysis on the set of a larger amount of data. They also proposed some main 

characteristics as below. 

 

 The main issue in the Hadoop that cluster is effectively unavailable 

when its Name Node is down. 

 The scalability of the Name Node has been a key struggle. Because the 

Name Node keeps all the namespace and block locations in memory. 

 The main challenge with the Name Node has been that when its 

memory usage is close to the maximum, the Name Node becomes 

unresponsive and sometimes requires a restart. 
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Alfredo Cuzzocrea, Yeol Song, Karen C. Davis [11] who proposed Analytics 

over Large-Scale Multidimensional Data analysis for big data. They proposed 

that data stored in the underlying layer of all these application scenarios have 

some specific characteristics as below. 

 

 Large-scale data, which refers to the size and distribution of data 

repositories. 

 Scalability issues, which refers to the capabilities of applications 

running on large-scale, enormous data repositories (i.e., big data, for 

short) to scale over growing-in-size inputs rapidly. 

 Supporting advanced Extraction-Transformation-Loading (ETL) 

processes from low-level, raw data to somewhat structured information. 

 Designing and developing easy and interpretable analytics over big data 

repositories to derive intelligence and extract useful knowledge from 

them. 

 

Subramaniyaswamy, Vijayakumar, Logesh, Indiragandhi [12] who proposed a 

detailed study of unstructured data analytics in big data. The proposed 

complexity related issue of big data. They also proposed some main 

characteristics as below. 

 

 Big data is getting complex due to its volume, velocity, and variety of 

data. 

 We can convert unstructured data to structured data with the use of 

Hadoop map-reduce.  

 This MapReduce job can also be implemented in a distributed mode in 

which we can use an N number of slaves for a single master.  

 

2.2 Data transfer techniques 
 

Many researchers have given their significant contribution to load balancing 

requirements and flow of the process. In this section, we are going to discuss 

their work. 
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C. Jayashri, P.Abitha, S.Subburaj, S.Yamuna Devi [9] proposed the data 

transfer technique for Large-Scale data. They described some important 

characteristics as below. 

 handling of big data transfer among thousands of interconnected servers 

plays a Vital Role 

 There are 2 optimal parameters used for data transmission on a network 

channel. 

(i) Pipelining Technique (ii) Parallelism Technique 

 

(i) Pipelining Technique 

 

  Pipelining deals with transferring a large number of files on a single 

network channel 

 It controls the data channel for all file transmission on a single network 

path. 

 During file transmission through pipelining, the idleness of the data 

channel has been the main issue. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 : Fundamental of Pipeline processing 
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(ii) Parallelism Technique 

 

• The parallelism technique can be applied to a large number of files 

transmission in a parallel way. 

• This method is used to overcome the shortage of TCP while utilizing a 

high-frequency network. i.e., window size full. 

• Using parallelism technique the files are transmitted into multiple 

partitions through TCP network channel at the same time slot in a single 

data path. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 : Fundamentals of Parallelism processing 

 

CHEN Jinming, YUAN Yubo GUO Yajuan, SUN Jian, LI Bin [Sem-4, Paper-

2] Described load balancing application for the distributed file system. Their 

proposed points are as below. 
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 For solving the common existence of data overload  problem,  a  load  

balance  approach is the most required thing on big  data 

 There  are  certain  limitations  for this data distribution approaches: 

 The  load  values  of the  branches which are used, that was 

based  on  the  specified  time  section,  which cannot reflect  the 

dynamic  feature  for load 

 Focus on the current or historical load characteristic, not 

consider the future development trend. 

 

S Dhole Poonam B, Gunjal Baisa L [5] give a survey about the traditional 

pipeline method. The key points of their survey are as below. 

 

 As per the basic Hadoop approach, Data directly sent from map task to 

reduce task without calculating the data node's load.   

 When a client sends a new job to HDFS, Job Tracker assigns the map 

task and reduce task to the available Task Tracker slots of the pipeline. 

 It was not considered that there are sufficient free Slots to assign the 

tasks for a particular job. 

 So, it is required that they  have to contact each  map task at the time of  

initiation of the job 

 

Barry Wilkinson and Michael Allen [8] Described work distribution among 

parallel and pipeline method. The main highlight of their paper is as below. 

 

 For work distribution, there are mainly two methods. 

(i) Parallel Method 

 Suppose any process a[i] is starting process and up to n-1 

is ending process comes after that sequentially, then the 

following scenario will happen. 
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Figure 2.3 : Process flow of Parallel method 

 

 Suedo code of this process is like as below. 

for (i = 0; i < n; i++)  

{  /* for each number */  

    x = 0;  

    for (j = 0; j < n; j++)  

    /* count number less than it */  

    if (a[i] > a[j]) x++; b[x] = a[i];  

    /* copy number into correct place */ }  

 

(ii) Parallel Method 

 

 Suppose any process a[0] is the starting process and up to 

a[4] is the sequential process of that, then the following 

scenario will happen. 
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Figure 2.4 : Process flow of Pipeline method 

 

 Suedo code of this process is like as below. 

sum:  

 for (i = 0; i < n; i++)  

  sum = sum + a[i];  

The loop could be “unfolded” to yield  

sum = sum + a[0];  

sum = sum + a[1];  

sum = sum + a[2];  

sum = sum + a[3];  

sum = sum + a[4]; 

 

 

2.3 Load balancing requirement/flow 
 

Many researchers have given their significant contribution to load balancing 

requirements and flow of the process. In this section, we are going to discuss 

their work. 

 

Feilong Tang, Laurence T. Yang, Can Tang, Jie Li, and Minyi Guo [6] gives a 

detail study of Dynamic Load-Balanced Flow Scheduling Approach for Big 

Data Centers in Clouds. Some key points of this paper are as below. 
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 In Load-balanced flow scheduling for big data need a large amount of 

data to be transferred frequently among thousands of interconnected 

servers. 

 Open Flow is a promising solution to balance data flows in the network 

through its programmatic traffic controller. 

 Existing Open Flow-based scheduling schemes, statically set up routes 

only at the initialization stage of data transmissions, which suffers from 

dynamical flow distribution. 

 

Arnab K. Paul, Arpit Goyal, Feiyi Wang [7] give detail study-related load 

balancing in High-Performance Computing in big data. As per this paper, 

High-Performance Computing (HPC) in big data problems require efficient 

distributed systems. Some summarized features of this paper are as below. 

 Distributed systems often experience load imbalance and resource 

contention due to two factors: Nature of scientific application and 

Complex path that is without centralized arbitration and control. 

 Currently, some servers can be more loaded than others, which creates 

bottlenecks and reduces overall application I/O performance. 

 So, we need to control process allocation in high-performance 

computing in big data. 

 

Einollah Jafarnejad Ghomia, Amir Masoud Rahmania, and Nooruldeen Nasih 

Qader [13] give a survey on load balancing algorithms in cloud computing. 

They give the new classification of Hadoop schedulers based on the Hadoop 

Mapreduce load balancing category, Natural phenomenon based load balancing 

category, agent-based load balancing category, and general load balancing 

algorithm. As per their survey, some key features of load balancing are as 

below. 

 

 It may analyze them in terms of some metrics like utilization rate, types 

of environment, job allocation strategy, throughput, etc. 

 Some major issues are present like balancing of the workload as well as 
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response time among cloud nodes is one of the most important 

challenges.   

 In the future, the author said that analyze more recent techniques that 

are focusing on two critical matrices these are energy saving and carbon 

dioxide emission and classified them according to our proposed 

categories 

 

Mohit Kumara, S.C.Sharma [14] proposed dynamic workload distribution 

among virtual machines.  The main purpose of this paper is to utilize cloud 

resources effectively. As per the author following are some main 

characteristics. 

 

 The task migration approach is used to balance the load in a cloud 

environment. 

 This algorithm does not consider the priority of the task, deadline of the 

task, and other quality of service parameter. 

 To overcome these issues need to develop a load balancing algorithm 

for work distribution for a large database. 

 

J. V. Bibal Benifa, Dejey [15] proposed Performance Improvement of 

MapReduce for Heterogeneous Clusters with the use of efficient scheduling. In 

the paper, a Scheduling strategy named efficient locality and replica aware 

scheduling (ELRAS) integrated with an autonomous replication scheme (ARS) 

is proposed to enhance the data locality and performs consistently in the 

heterogeneous environment. The following are some main characteristics of 

this paper. 

 

 The autonomous replication scheme autonomously decides the data 

object be replicated by considering its popularity and removes the 

replica as it is idle. 

 The various performance metrics such as total job execution time, 

computing resource usage, number of cross-rack communication, and 

throughput are studied individually for the combination of ELRAS and 
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ARS in a heterogeneous cluster environment. 

 The proposed approach is validated in a heterogeneous cluster 

environment with various realistic applications that are IO bound, CPU 

bound, and mixed workloads. 

 ELRAS algorithm improves the throughput by a factor of about 2 as 

compared with the existing FIFO. 

 This paper suggests an algorithm used in the heterogeneous cluster only. 

 

Kyoungsoo Bok, Jaemin Hwang, Jongtae Lim, Yeonwoo Kim, Jaesoo Yoo 

[16] proposed Map Reduce scheduling schema for large amount multimedia 

data. This paper aims to focus on the deadline and I/O load. In this paper, they 

design a new scheduling scheme to minimize the deadline miss of jobs to 

which deadlines are assigned when processing large multimedia data such as 

video and image in Map Reduce frameworks. In this paper proposed schema 

maps the following criteria. 

 

 It checks the satisfaction of data locality to process assigned jobs within 

a time limit and considers whether I/O load and deadline requirements 

are satisfied. 

 If jobs are run in a node with excessive I/O load, multimedia data from 

the replica node can be utilized to improve a job task processing speed. 

 If available nodes are not found due to expected job completion time 

exceeding the deadline, the job tasks in nodes whose deadlines are 

available are paused temporarily to shorten the job completion time. 

 Delay Scheduling used in this paper. This strategy focuses only on the 

deadline and workload of the system this is the main drawback. 

 This scheme employed the urgent queue that managed urgent jobs to 

satisfy a deadline constraint in a specific environment where deadline 

constraints were present. 

 

Ibrahim Abaker Targio Hashem, Nor Badrul Anuar, Mohsen Marjani [17] 

proposed Multi-objective scheduling of Map Reduce jobs in the big data 

processing.  The main highlight of this paper is as below. 
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 There are two objective functions, namely (i) completion time and (ii) 

cost minimization. 

 A scheduling algorithm using the earliest finish time scheduling that 

considers resource allocation and job scheduling in the cloud is 

proposed. 

 This algorithm does not consider the weight of each job is the main 

limitation of this algorithm. 

 

J. V. Bibal, Benifa Dejey [18] proposed Job schedulers for big data processing 

in the Hadoop environment. The primary purpose of this paper is to present a 

comparative study of job scheduling algorithms along with their experimental 

results in the Hadoop environment. Also, this paper describes the advantages, 

disadvantages, features, and drawbacks of various Hadoop job schedulers such 

as FIFO, Fair, capacity, Deadline Constraints, Delay, LATE, Resource Aware, 

etc, and provides a comparative study among these schedulers. They 

summarized the main features of these algorithms as below. 

 

 FIFO scheduler takes the highest CPU time to complete the jobs. 

 While Fair Scheduler takes the lowest time to process the same amount 

of data. 

 Fair scheduler reduces the turnaround time for varying data sizes 

 While for large data size, fair and capacity schedulers take less 

turnaround time then FIFO. 
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CHAPTER - 3 

Comparative study and Problem 
Definition 

 
In this section, I tried to give a comparison about various techniques in big 

data, different parameters of map-reduce technique, different scheduling 

techniques, and various parameters of scheduling algorithms, heterogeneous 

environment, and homogeneous environment, parallel way of work distribution 

and pipelined work distribution, etc. In this section comparison done based on 

the literature reviewed, from books, from available web databases. All the 

comparisons are given in the following section with a different table. 

 
3.1 Comparative study of Big Data Techniques 

 
Here, first of all, we have to understand the basic difference between all big 

data techniques. We have to analyze the fundamental criteria of different big 

data methodologies. So, the comparative study of different big data analytics 

techniques is as given below [11] [18].    

 

Sr. 

No. 

Technique Description 

1 A/B testing  Which technique applies to variable and what is 

the effect of that technique, this will be checked 

on data with this technique. 

 Big data works with a huge amount of data that's 

why this technique may fit this. 

2 Data fusion and 

data integration 

 With this technique, data can be combined and 

integrated to analyze results in which data 

comes from multiple sources. 
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3 Data mining  Used to extract the knowledge from a large 

amount of data to pattern reorganization. 

 It is a very much used technique in this current 

time. 

4 Machine learning  A very well-known technique in the era of 

artificial intelligence. 

 It is very much useful for data analysis for any 

assumptions based data analytics algorithm and 

provides predicted result. 

5 Natural language 

processing (NLP) 

 Use for analysis to analyze human (natural) 

language relevant to a machine and do process 

relevant to that. 

6 Statistics  This technique works based on a typically 

calculated methodology. 

 It will collect the data, manage it, and process it 

to find the result. 

Table 3.1 : Comparative study of big data techniques 

 

3.2 Comparative study of different parameters of 
GFS and HDFS 
 

As we used the Map-reduce technique for the Hadoop distributed file system, 

here for our research, we need to understand various parameters of the Hadoop 

Distributed File system. We have to determine various parameters for the 

comparative study. Here, given below table describes the comparative study of 

different Map-reduce techniques [39] [41].     

 

Sr. 

No. 

properties Google File System 

(GFS) 

Hadoop  Distributed 

File System (HDFS) 

1 Processes  With Master server 

and chunk server 

 With Name Node and 

Data Node 
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2 File 

Management 

 Directories and Files 

are organized 

hierarchically with the 

use of pathnames. GFS 

supports only for 

Google. 

 HDFS works with 

traditional file 

organization.  

 HDFS supports any 

third-party file 

systems. 

3 Scalability  GFS consists of 

hundreds of cluster-

based storage 

machines where the 

largest cluster can 

store near about 

thousands of nodes or 

distinct clients. 

 Hadoop is efficiently 

working on a fully 

distributed way to get 

an optimal solution.  

4 Protection  Google has its file 

system called GFS. 

 With GFS, files are 

split up and stored in 

multiple pieces on 

multiple machines and 

used for obfuscation 

changes at every time. 

 HDFS works on the 

POSIX model which 

implements on 

directories and files. 

5 Security  Google has many 

numbers of data 

centers in the cluster. 

 Every data center is 

available at different 

locations for 

protection. 

 Only allowed 

authorized customers 

and employees. 

 HDFS security is 

limited to simple file 

permissions.  

 Whatever the host is 

define, HDFS gives all 

kinds of permission to 

them.   
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6 Database Files  GFS is used Big table 

as a database as 

proprietary given by a 

distributed database of 

Google Inc.  

 Most of the time it is 

used Hbase as a 

distributed file system.  

7 File Serving  Fixed sized file chunks 

are comprised of GFS. 

 To satisfy the concept 

of load balancing, 

some parts of the 

chunks will be stored 

on different nodes and 

maintain storage 

management.  

 For storage and access 

in HDFS, it will be 

divided into any 

number of blocks.   

 To balance the storage 

resources Parts of the 

file, it will be stored 

on the different 

available clusters. 

8 Cache 

Management 

 In GFS, Clients have 

to cache metadata.  

 File data will not 

caches by the sever 

and also not by the 

client.  

 In a Linux system, 

chunks are saved as 

local files system.  

 In HDFS, it will use a 

distributed cache 

system. Map-reduce 

provides the facility to 

cache application vise 

data.  

9 Cache 

Consistency 

 Google is an adapted 

"Append-once-read-

many" model. 

 HDFS is adopted 

"write-once-read-

many" model. 

10 Communication  Basic TCP 

connections are used 

as a communication 

purpose. 

 On the top of TCP/IP 

protocol, RPC based 

connection is used. 
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11 Replication 

Strategy 

 There are Chunk 

replicas are generated 

and are spread into the 

racks.  

 At the same time, the 

Master is 

automatically 

replicated the chunks 

data. 

 Into HDFS, an 

Automatic replication 

system is available. 

 There are rack-based 

replication system is 

available.  

12 Available 

Implementation 

 Google is a very 

known example of 

GFS as it’s developed 

for its use.  

 Yahoo, Facebook, 

IBM, etc. are known 

examples of HDFS. 

Table 3.2 : Comparative study of different parameters of GFS and HDFS 

 
3.3 Comparative study of different Scheduling 

Techniques 

The main part of this research is the scheduling algorithm. In this thesis, I 

proposed a new scheduling algorithm, which used to maintain load balancing 

in a Hadoop distributed file system. So, before proposing a new scheduling 

algorithm, we have to study different parameters of different available 

scheduling algorithms. So, based on that we can find the pons and cons of the 

existing scheduling algorithm and it's easy for us to define the proposed 

algorithm. Here, given below table describes the comparative study of different 

scheduling techniques [46] [54].      
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3.3.1 Comparative study of static algorithms 

 

Here gives the comparative analysis of static scheduling algorithms.  

 

Sr. 

No. 

Algorithms Key features Advantages  Disadvantages 

1 Round 

Robin 

• Assigns tasks 

sequentially. 

• Chooses 

computing 

nodes 

serially. 

• No inter-

process 

communicati

on 

• Simple and 

easy to 

implement. 

• Minimum 

system 

overhead. 

• Not useful if tasks 

have varying 

execution time. 

• Not useful if 

nodes have 

different 

capacities. 

2 Randomized • Nodes 

selected 

randomly. 

• No inter-

process 

communication

. 

• Maximum 

response time. 

• Uneven load 

distribution. 

3 Central 

Manager 

• The master 

node selects 

slave nodes. 

• Useful when 

dynamic tasks 

are created. 

 

• High inter-process 

communication. 

• The bottleneck 

state arises. 

4 Threshold 

 

• If the load > 

threshold 

limit task is 

assigned. 

 

• Minimize 

remote 

process 

allocations. 

• Minimize 

remote 

memory 

accesses. 

• Increased 

execution time. 

• Disturbed load 

balancing. 

Table 3.3 : Comparative study of static algorithm 
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3.3.2 Comparative study of Dynamic algorithms 

Here gives the comparative analysis of dynamic scheduling algorithms.  

 

Sr. 

No. 

Algorithms Key features Advantages  Disadvantages 

1 Least 

Connection 

• The load 

migrated to a 

node with the 

least 

connections. 

• Useful for 

nodes of 

similar 

capabilities. 

 

• Not useful for 

tasks of different 

durations. 

 

2 Local 

Queue 

• Inter-process 

task 

migration if 

load < 

threshold 

limit. 

• Less inter-

process 

communicatio

n. 

• Maximum 

response time. 

3 Central 

Queue 

• Stores new 

tasks in the 

cyclic FIFO 

queue. 

• Has the 

main host. 

• Receiver 

initiated 

balancing. 

• Useful for 

heterogeneous 

nodes. 

• Tasks 

assigned after 

execution. 

  

• Single point of 

failure. 

• No interprocess 

task migration. 

 

Table 3.4 : Comparative study of dynamic algorithm 
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3.3.3  A comparative study of Scheduling algorithm with different 

parameters 

Here gives the comparative analysis of different parameters of scheduling 

algorithms [56] [61].  

 

Sr. 
No 

Parameters/ 

Algorithms 

Round 
Robin 

Randomized Central 
Manager 

Least 
Connection 

Local 
Queue 

Central 
Queue 

1 Centralized/ 

Decentralized 

Decentralized Decentralized Decentralized Decentralized Centralized Centralized 

2 Nature Static Static Static dynamic dynamic dynamic 

3 Fault 
Tolerant 

No No Yes No Yes Yes 

4 Response 
Time 

less less less less more more 

5 Process 
Migration 

No No No No Yes No 

6 Overhead Low Low Low high high high 

7 Resource 
Utilization 

Less Less Less more more Less 

8 Adaptability less less less more more less 

9 Waiting Time more more more less less less 

 

Table 3.5 : Comparative study of scheduling algorithm with different parameters 

 

3.4 Comparative study of Homogeneous system vs. 
heterogeneous system 
 

This research presents a comparative study between the homogeneous system 

and heterogeneous system. The main part of this research is the scheduling 

algorithm. As I discussed earlier, in this thesis I proposed a new scheduling 
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algorithm, in which we have to focus on the system that is used in which work 

distribution system. So, this comparative study is very useful to decide the flow 

of work distribution in Hadoop, which will directly reflect in the proposed 

method. So, based on this below table describes the comparative study of 

Homogeneous systems and heterogeneous systems [15]. 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Homogeneous Heterogeneous 

1 Every node of the system 

working as the same kind of 

function in one common 

network, then this kind of 

environment is known as 

Homogeneous networks of 

that environment. 

Whenever two or more than a 

cluster of nodes working 

separately with their 

functionality, then this kind of 

environment is known as a 

heterogeneous network 

environment. 

2 In this kind of network, they 

have similar kinds of nodes 

working. 

In this kind of network, they 

have a different kind of node 

working. 

3 In this network, Most of the 

time value fetched from a 

single class. 

In this network, most of the 

time value fetched from 

different available classes. 

4 Generally in a non-

autonomous system, Data 

distribution occurs as a 

homogeneous way, because 

node coordinators of central 

or master can updates data 

across the sites. 

For heterogeneous data 

distribution systems, generally 

different nodes have different 

operating systems. So, it may 

possible that different nodes 

may use different database 

schemas across the sites. 

5 They are not used in real-life 

applications every point of 

time. 

Generally, they are used in real-

life applications most of the 

time.  

6 An example of an 

application is Skype. 

An example of an application is 

Open Table. 
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7 An example of a protocol is 

LEACH, PEGASIS ETC. 

An example of the protocol is 

DEEC, EDDEEC, BEENISH 

ETC. 

 

Table 3.6 : Comparative study of homogeneous and heterogeneous system 

 
3.5 Comparative study of Parallel method vs. Pipeline 

method 

This part of the comparison shows how the research will be used in a 

distributed file system and which method is more effective. In recent times, 

there are different criteria to decide that, at which time you can use the parallel 

method and when you can use the pipeline method. So, based on this below 

table describes the comparative study of the parallel method and pipeline 

method [44] [51]. 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Pipeline Method Parallel Method 

1  To provide faster and 

efficient processing, the 

process of gathering the 

instructions before its 

execution is known as 

pipelining.  

 It improves system reliability 

and reduces clock cycle time. 

 With the use of multiple 

simultaneously working nodes, 

this system of distributing 

processing is generated which 

is known as parallel. 

2  Pipelining deals with 

transferring a large number 

of files on a single network 

channel 

 The parallelism technique can 

be applied to a large number of 

files transmission in a parallel 

way. 

3  It controls the data channel 

for all file transmission on a 

single network path. 

 This method is used to 

overcome the shortage of TCP 

while utilizing a high-
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frequency network. 

4  During file transmission 

through pipelining, the 

idleness of the data channel 

has been the main issue. 

 Using parallelism technique the 

files are transmitted into 

multiple partitions through 

TCP network channel at the 

same time slot in a single data 

path. 

5  The disadvantage of the 

pipeline is that it increases 

the latency time of the 

process. 

 The disadvantage of parallel is 

that it increases the waiting 

time of the process. 

 

Table 3.7 : Comparative study of parallel method and pipeline method 
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CHAPTER - 4 

Objective and Proposed System 
This chapter provides a detailed study of the main objective of this research 

work. In this chapter, we also discuss which kind of existing system is 

available relevant to load distribution and which kind of problems are arise for 

this current scenario. Also given a detailed study about my proposed solution 

for this problem.  

 
4.1 Objective 

 
Scheduling in MapReduce is a very complex and time-critical job. It is very 

dependable for the fast execution of every process. Currently, MapReduce's job 

can't calculate every data node's load with the use of available scheduling 

algorithm. So, need to develop a scheduling algorithm for MapReduce job for 

efficiency improvement of process in large amount data. As per the need of the 

load distribution, this proposed have some specific objectives as below. 

 Calculate the load of all the data nodes. 

 Find out the fast data node and also the weak data node. 

 Assign the task to that node which node has a minimum load with 

compare to others to maintain the load balancing. 

 

4.2 Existing system review 
 

In the current flow of working, this distributed file system works with the name 

node as a coordinator. Suppose, any time any client comes with a certain 

process and asks to do those processes. Also, suppose that the name node has n 

number of data nodes available in his system. So, as per existing scenario name 

node directly assign those process to that node which is sequentially available 

into his network. Either that data node is full of current load or empty, the 

name node didn't calculate that criteria. Here below-given figure shows the 

actual scenario of this existing workflow [16] [21] [33]. 
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Figure 4.1 : Existing flow of work distribution 

 

In this given figure, suppose any client comes with two processes as file_A.txt 

and file_B.txt and asks to name node that he wants to do process with these 

two files. Whenever the name node received these two files for processing, as 

per the current scenario, the name node will assign these two processes directly 

in the available sequential data node. So, here name node assigns file_A.txt to 

data node – 1 and file_B.txt to data node – 2. So, as per the current situation, 

the name node is not calculating the existing workload of any data node and 

directly assigning tasks to serially available data nodes. And this is the major 

drawback of the existing system.    

 
4.3 Original Contribution by thesis 

 
Many researchers have given their significant contribution to load balancing 

requirements and flow of the process. In this section, we are going to discuss 

their work. 

In the MapReduce, the current system load is not calculated during process 

allocation to data node and suppose any data node is slow in working, the 

Client 
Name Node 

Data Node - 1 Data Node - 2 Data Node - 3 Data Node - N 

I have file_A.txt, 
file_B.txt to 

process 
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whole MapReduce job can be delayed. So for this kind of system, initially we 

have to calculate the load of all data node and consider the speed of every data 

node. After that assigned task to that node only whose speed of task tracker is 

better to compare to other data nodes and maintain the load balancing. Here 

give the proposed algorithm for the solution. 

 

Relevant to this contribution, I was published three papers in reputed 

conferences and generals. Here I give you some brief of that. 

 

In my first paper, I was given a fundamental survey of map-reduce technology 

in big data in the Hadoop environment. Also illustrate that, how can we used 

the fundamental technique of map-reduce in Hadoop distributed file system 

with basic terminology. With this paper, I was trying to explain basic 

characteristics is of the map-reduce technique. So, we can clearly understand 

the prone and cons of this algorithm for a large scale database. With the use of 

this survey, we can easily understand the limitations of this map-reduce. So, 

that will help me to find my proposed area. 

 

In my second paper, I was given a Comparative study of the Dynamic Load 

Balancing algorithm in large scale data (Big data). In this paper, I was given a 

detailed comparative study of different scheduling algorithms. Also, I have 

taken different parameters to compare these scheduling algorithms. So, this 

comparison will help to find which algorithm is batter and where they are 

legging. So, it will be used to develop my proposed algorithm for scheduling. 

 

In my third paper, I was given a result analysis of my research work. In this 

paper, I was given a detailed analysis of the generally used scheduling 

algorithm. I was Appling a data set of "student admission" for all algorithms 

and to my proposed algorithm. I am also given detailed comparative results of 

all algorithms with all possible parameters. So, with this parameter 

comparison, we can analyze that my proposed algorithm is given much batter 

results compare to others. So, with this proposed algorithm, we can do batter 

scheduling with compare to the previously available algorithm and improve the 

efficiency of work distribution. 
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4.4 Proposed System 
 

In the existing system, it does not calculate the current working load of every 

available data node efficiently. So, here we are going to calculate the current 

load of every available data node. So, we can find which node is free to use for 

allocating a new process. Here given flow diagram of load distribution with the 

use of the proposed scheduling algorithm.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 : Proposed flow of work distribution 
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Here, we proposed the dynamic load balancing algorithm to reduce the completion 

time and improve the resource utilization ratio using the Hadoop platform. The 

existing system does not focus on node utilization efficiently. Here we have used 

the concept of scheduling to determine the capacity and load of each node to 

reduce the completion time required by each process.  

 

In this proposed system, whenever any client comes up with some process to name 

node, name node directly not assign any process to the data node. Firstly, the name 

node asks every data node that gives their current load to the name node. So, every 

data node sends its current working load to the name node. Then, with that data, 

the name node has also data about the speed of completing one process of every 

data node. So, now, the name node has two types of data, first the actual current 

load of every data node and the second-time completion speed of every data node. 

So, now based on this data name node will assign a new task or process to that 

node only. So, we can say that the efficiency of data processing will increase with 

this proposed method. Here proposed algorithm is given below. 

 

Algorithm for computing Architecture Slice using 

 

Input: String name, String document 

Output: Total count of String Name 

Process: 

For each process, 

// Apply Job allocation 

[n] = Job tracker 

allocate the first process to Name Node  

 

Check Availability 

 

Apply scheduling algorithm 
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for (n=0;n=[n];n++) 

if n==0; 

return No load 

else 

return current load 

 

// name: document or file name 

 

// document: document or file contents 

 

function map (String name [n], String document [n+1]): 

for each word w in document or file: 

emit (w, 1) 

function shuffle (String name [n], String document [n+1]): 

w=0 

for same word w in document or file: 

w += w 

return w; 

function reduce(String word[n], Iterator partial counts[n+1]): 

sum = 0 

for each pc in partial Counts: 

sum += total count 

emit (word, sum)” 

 

4.5 Methodology of Research 

The proposed system’s every step divide into the main four stages as 

initialization of Hadoop, implement Hadoop for the multi-node, initialization 

of map-reduce paradigm, and initialize scheduling algorithm for load allocating 

method. The detailed discussion of the proposed system given below.  
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4.5.1 Initialization of Hadoop 

Hadoop is an open-source system utilized for dispersed processing of huge 

information. Here data are in Gigabytes or Terabytes. This framework is 

written in java language. The scalability of the Hadoop framework is extremely 

high. A single server can be extensible to thousands of servers for storage and 

local computation [49].  

 

Hadoop Environment Settings – Your purpose for Points to the Java 

installation, make sure that JAVA_HOME is set in Hadoop-env.sh. As per 

requirement, we can also set other environment variables like Hadoop-env.sh. 

Keep HADOOP_HOME as a default setting of the environment. From the 

location of the initial scripts, the value of HADOOP_HOME is assigned 

directly. From the bin directory, HADOOP_HOME is known as parent 

directory which holds the Hadoop initialization data. In this case, it seems like 

$HADOOP_INSTALL/Hadoop. 

 

Job tracker and Name node settings – First of all we have to decide that at 

where to run our name node and job tracker in the environment. For Name 

node’s host:port, define the variable fs.default.name. Now, define variable 

mapped.job for the job trackers initialized host:port. These criteria define in the 

Hadoop-site.xml environment. Also, we can set more than one port among as 

given below: 

 

 dfs.info.port 

 dfs.datanode.port 

 mapred.task.tracker.report.port 

 mapred.task.tracker.output.port 

 mapred.job.tracker.info.port 

 

Start with Single node cluster –  

 

Execute the following command: 
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“% $HADOOP_INSTALL/hadoop/bin/start-all.sh” 

 

Name node, Data node, Job tracker, and a Task tracker will start with this 

command on your machine. 

 

Stop to run a Single node cluster – 

 

Execute the following command: 

 

“% $HADOOP_INSTALL/hadoop/bin/stop-all.sh” 

 

All the daemons will stop running with this command on your machine. 

 
4.5.2 Implement Hadoop for multi-node 

We are going to create two multi-node clusters using a single node cluster. For 

this purpose, we have to configure a “local” Hadoop cluster in these two 

available nodes and test it as a single node cluster. After this single node 

cluster creation, "merge" these two separately created single-node clusters into 

one multi-node cluster. In this multi-node cluster, define one as a master who 

also working as a slave whenever it concern with processing and data storage, 

and the other will be working as only a slave. Because to minimize the 

complexity of creating a single-node cluster setup on every single machine, it's 

very much easy to take down any problems if it may occur [49]. 
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Figure 4.3 : Basic structure of multi-node Hadoop 

conf/masters 

Hadoop will initiate as secondary NameNodes in our multi-node cluster, in 

place of its name, the conf/masters file initialize on which node. In our 

research, it’s behaving just like the master node. Whenever we run bin/start-

all.sh, always keep the primary NameNode and the JobTracker will be 

initialized on the same node. Because the primary NameNode and the 

JobTracker are always lying on the node in which we may run the bin/start-

mapred.sh and bin/start-dfs.sh scripts. 

 

conf/slaves 

Wherever the Hadoop slave’s DataNodes and TaskTrackers will be initiated to 

run, the conf/slaves file created the hosts as inline. We try that both the master 

node and slave node working as Hadoop slaves node as we store and process 

data on both of them.  
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4.5.3 Initialization of map-reduce paradigm 

MapReduce is a generalized programming model that is used in a distributed 

system and working in a parallel manner in the Hadoop file system. So, with 

the use of this paradigm, we can easily execute Sort or Merge process on 

various jobs among the different available nodes in distributed computing. This 

fundamental system can take care of scheduling the execution of programs into 

available different nodes, input data partitioning, manage inter-process, and 

also inter-node communication and also handle node failures. As a basis of 

data distribution, input will be segregated into various chunks or blocks of data. 

Every chunk or block of data will be initiated in different nodes for the process. 

MapReduce architecture have some below basic phases [52] [58] - 

 Input Files 

 Input Split 

 Mapper 

 Practitioner 

 Shuffling and Sorting 

 Reducer 

 

Input Files:- Generally, whatever data we want to give for to MapReduce task 

is stored at input files in the location of HDFS (Hadoop Distributed file 

system). There is no fixed format for this data. We can also use different kinds 

of formats like binary, media files, or log files like unstructured data. 

 

Input Split:- With the use of input format, input Split is generated. Whatever 

data would be processed by a particular mapper function, it was known as 

Input Split data. Individual input split generated for individual map tasks. So 

generally we can say that the total number of input splits are equal as the 

number of map tasks. For the process of input split which was assigned by a 

particular mapper, we have to divide Input Split into input records for the 

process. Input Split shows the byte-oriented record for the input.  

 

Mapper:- This function processes with every input data record and produces 
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new key & value pair of it.  This function produced key & value pair is 

different compare to the simple input key & value pair of the machine. 

Whatever produce at the end of this process by the mapper is known as the 

intermediate output of the whole process. As this output is an intermediate 

result, no need to write it on the local disk as it occupies space for it. This 

intermediate result of Mapper is passed to the combiner for the next phase of 

the process. The mapper receives a set of record and transfers it into another set 

of record, at where every element of record are divided into key pairs of data. 

So, the Mapper process the data in the combination of key-value pairs and 

gives result in form of none or more key-value pairs data records.  

 

Partitioner:- Partitioner decides that how can records are distributed from the 

mapper stage to the reducer stage. They have to control the main partition of 

the mapper output at the intermediate level. With the use of the hash function, 

it will derive the partition which is carried out by the key or a subset of the key. 

Whatever the number of reduce tasks is generated, they have to keep the same 

number of the total number of partitions. The mapper is completed its process 

with the use of the mapper output while Partitioner runs on the same machine 

and complete output of the mapper function passed to the Partitioner. At the 

end of this process, as a resultant form, many reduce task groups are generated 

as an output.  

 

Shuffling and Sorting:- whatever output is generated by the partitioner is 

processed as Shuffling and then passes for the sorting. We have to do the 

physical process of record interchange over the network in shuffling over the 

entire network. Every time, when the mappers complete their work, the output 

of that process has to shuffle before passes to the reducer. This output is known 

as the intermediate output of the mapper and then it will be sorted. Now, at the 

end of the sorting process, whatever output is generated, it will pass as an input 

of the reducer stage.  

 

Reducer:- At the end of the mapper stage, a single list is generated in which 

the intermediate keys and values are combined. Whatever output of mapper is 

received by Reducer, it will merge those values into a set of tuples. In this 
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phase, it may be it's working as a single reducer or may be as multiple 

reducers. In this process, it will give assurance that whatever values relevant to 

an intermediate key, have to pass to the same reducer. Sorted key order is used 

to pass the intermediate results to the reducer. None or more final result as key 

and value pairs from the reducer is generated and finally written to HDFS. 

  

4.5.4 Initialize scheduling algorithm 
 

For a large amount of data processing, MapReduce is the best suitable 

programming paradigm in which data is dividing into several independent jobs 

in a parallel way. The idea to run independent jobs at the local level helps to 

reduce network traffic. For locally running jobs, have to pass the data for 

processing to the data nodes. The given below steps are comes into picture 

whenever any MapReduce job comes into Hadoop [58] [60] - 

 

 Clients come with any local job for process and ask Job Tracker for 

their job. 

 The Job Tracker gives it to the name node and asks it to do that job and 

the name node distributes it into the Task Trackers.  

 Now, every Task Tracker is passed this job to a Map Task. 

 Every moment, the task tracker gets an update from the Job Tracker 

about the progress of the job. 

 After getting the result from the mapper phase, the Job Tracker passes 

this result to task trackers to reduce work. 

 Every Task Tracker is passed this job to a Reduce Task. 

 Every moment, Job Tracker gets an update from the task tracker about 

the progress of the job.  

 Finally, whenever the Reduce task is complete, the Cleanup process 

will be initiated. 

 

The following are the key phases of map-reduce job scheduling - 

 

 Job Submission 
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 Job Assignment 

 Job Execution 

 

Job Submission:- At the very starting level, we have to initiate the job 

submission method. This method generates a “JobSubmitter” as an internal 

instance and on it calls the “submitJobInternal” method. After the job 

submitted, “waitForCompletion” method will be initiated for the job’s 

progress. “waitForCompletion” method initiated as below - 

 

 Very first it will contact Job Tracker and ask for the “jobId” for the 

particular job 

 After that, it will check whether the output directory is specified or not. 

 If that directory is specified then they have to check that the said 

directory currently exists or is newly generated, and if any problem 

occurs, then they have to throw an error. 

 If it fails for that, the node's input will be split and generate because the 

input path is not available. 

 Whatever directory named after “JobId" has to Copy the resources to 

the Job Tracker file system.  

 In the end, on to the Job tracker, it calls the "submitJob” method. 

 

Job Assignment:- At every five seconds, Task Tracker sends a heartbeat 

message to the job tracker. With this heartbeat message, its indication that it is 

available for new tsk or not. So, this heartbeat message is working as a 

communication channel. After indication, it can also send the information 

about the available slots. The job allocation method happen as like below - 

 

 Based on the job scheduling algorithm, the initial level of Job Tracker 

decides a job to select the task. 

 Now, the default scheduler comes into the picture. Before reducing task 

slots, it will fill the empty map tasks. 

 Whatever an available number of cores in that, the number of task 

tracker slots will be allocated. 
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Job Execution:- Job execution steps are described as below - 

 From the Hadoop distributed file system, Task Tracker gets the job jar 

file. 

 Task Tracker does the un-jar the jar files and generate a local working 

directory. 

 Then after, Task Tracker will generate a “TaskRunner” named instance. 

 To execute the map or reduce task, the Task Tracker executes 

“TaskRunner” in a new JVM. 

 The parent process will be in communication with the child process. 

 Based on "OutputComitter”, every task can initiate the setup and 

cleanup process. 

 In the case of streaming, if the map or reduce tasks executed through 

socket or pipes, the input delivered via “stdin” and output generated via 

“stdout”. 

 

4.6 Scope of Work 
 
In this research, the following things have been considered/included as the 

scope. 

 Calculate the load of all the data nodes. 

 Find out the fast data node and also the weak data node. 

 Assign the task to that node which node has a minimum load with 

compare to others to maintain the load balancing. 
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CHAPTER - 5 

Implementation & Result Analysis 
This chapter provides details about the implementation of the proposed work 

and results analysis of that work. The minimum system configuration required 

to run this proposed algorithm is Linux operating system, Intel(R) Core(TM) 

i3-3240 CPU@ 3.40GHz running at 3.40 GHz, 1 TB Hard drive disk with 4.00 

GB RAM. We used 10 nodes of the same configuration as the proposed system 

required a distributed environment. We are going to use "Current enrolment 

across different education level in Higher Education" data for testing which 

have a size of 10.80 GB and taken from data.giv.in the website for our 

proposed algorithm. Here are the basic steps to run this proposed algorithm and 

getting the result.   

 
5.1 Hadoop Installation 

 
5.1.1 Starting with standalone mode 

 
First of all, we have to start the installation of Hadoop with standalone mode. 

> sudo su 

> sudo apt-get update 

> sudo apt-get install default-jdk 

> sudo apt-get install ssh 

 

5.1.2 Process with localhost 
 
>ssh localhost 

 

The authenticity of host 'localhost (127.0.0.1)' can't be established.  

ECDSA key fingerprint is 1d:69:b2:a9:d9:48:97:aa:b5:47:a6:a5:19:d1:3d:1a. 

Are you sure you want to continue connecting (yes/no)? yes 

Warning: Permanently added 'localhost' (ECDSA) to the list of known hosts. 
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hadoop123@localhost's password: 

Welcome to Ubuntu 14.04.5 LTS (GNU/Linux 3.13.0-83-generic x86_64) 

 

The programs included with the Ubuntu system are free software; the exact 

distribution terms for each program are described in the individual files in 

/usr/share/doc/*/copyright. Ubuntu comes with ABSOLUTELY NO 

WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by applicable law. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 : Screen shot of SSH Configuration 

 

5.1.3  Going for password less process 
 

> ssh-keygen -t rsa -P  ' ' 
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Press Enter twice 

goto Home and now press ctrl+H (to see ssh folder which contains 3 files) 

To give authorization at the local level. 

> cat $HOME/.ssh/id_rsa.pub >> $HOME/.ssh/authorized_keys 

now again check typing > ssh localhost (now it will not prompt password) 

 

Step 4: 

copy hadoop-2.7.3.tar.gz to desktop and extract there 

open new terminal 

> sudo mv Desktop/hadoop-2.7.3   /usr/local/h1 

 

Step 5: 

Configure hadoop in system 

open new fresh terminal and close existing one. 

> sudo -su 

> sudo gedit ~/.bashrc (to set environment file) 

go to end of file (last line) 

#hadoop variables 

export JAVA_HOME=/usr/lib/jvm/java-8-openjdk-amd64  

 

export HADOOP_INSTALL=/usr/local/h1 

export PATH=$PATH:$HADOOP_INSTALL/bin 

export PATH=$PATH:$HADOOP_INSTALL/sbin 

export HADOOP_MAPRED_HOME=$HADOOP_INSTALL 

export HADOOP_COMMON_HOME=$HADOOP_INSTALL 

export HADOOP_HDFS_HOME=$HADOOP_INSTALL 

export YARN_HOME=$HADOOP_INSTALL 

#END HADOOP VARIABLE. 

save and close the file 

now on terminal enter > source ~/.bashrc 

and enter > hadoop version (n terminal to check version of hadoop installed.) 
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Figure 5.2 : Screen shot of configure bashrc file 

 

5.1.4  Operating pseudo mode 
 

> URS/LOCALL/HADOOP1/ETC/HADOOP/HADOOP_ENV.SH 

 

1. open the file --> HADOOP_ENV.SH 

enter following command 

 

export JAVA_HOME=/usr/lib/jvm/java-7-openjdk-amd64 

 

save the file 

--- 
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2. Open file core-site.xml 

 

<property> 

 <name>fs.defaultFS</name> 

 <value>hdfs://localhost:9000</value> 

</property> 

 

<property> 

 <name>hadoop.tmp.dir</name> 

 <value>/home/sheetal/tmp</value> 

</property> 

 

 
 

Figure 5.3 : Screen shot of configure core-site.xml file 
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Paste this code inside file under configuration tag 

3. open hdfs-site.xml 

(configuration about node and storage about main node and others) 

 

<property> 

 <name>dfs.replication</name> 

 <value>1</value> 

</property> 

<property> 

 <name>dfs.namenode.name.dir</name> 

 <value>/home/sheetal/tmp/namenode</value> (to store meta data information) 

</property> 

 

<property> 

 <name>dfs.datanode.data.dir</name> 

 <value>/home/sheetal/tmp/datanode</value> (to store meta data information) 

</property> 

 

 
 

Figure 5.4 : Screen shot of configure HDFS-site.xml file 
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4.  rename file mapred-site.xml.template to mapred-site.xml 

 

mapred-site.xml 

 

<property> 

 <name>mapreduce.framework.name</name> 

 <value>yarn</value> 

</property> 

 

5. open yarn-site.xml 

 

<property> 

 <name>yarn.nodemanager.aux-services</name> 

 <value>mapreduce_shuffle</value> 

</property> 

 

----- 

 

step 7: 

 

hdfs namenode -format 

 

To run in hadoop-> start a new terminal. 

 

start-dfs.sh 

start-yarn.sh 
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Figure 5.5 : Screen shot of configure Mapred-site.xml file 

 

5.1.5  Operating Hadoop command  
 
Jps - java progress all services 

Ifconfig - to check IP address  http://10.0.2.15:50070/ 

 

> Hadoop fs ( to check all command) 

> Hadoop fs -ls  / ( to see list of directory) 

> Hadoop fs -mkdir /dir1 

 

Create text file at Desktop - 

 

Transfer file 

> hadoop fs -put  /home/sheetal/Desktop/f1.txt    /d2 
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To read the file from terminal 

 

> hadoop fs -cat /dir1/sheetal 

 

To know the size of the directory 

> hadoop fs -du /dir1 

 

To know the size of the directory in a human-readable form 

> hadoop fs -du -h /dir1 

 

To set replication of directory/file 

> hadoop fs -setrep 5 /dir1  ( This is set at directory level  so it will apply to 

all the files within in that directory) 

 

To see the actual location of the file created 

 

Go to tmp folder -> datanode > > >>>>> 

 

To copy a file from server to the local level 

 

hadoop fs -copyToLocal /dir1/sheetal /home/hadoop123/Desktop/t1 

Syntax : hadoop fs -copyToLocal <src> <dest> 

 

Achieve manager copied Wordcount. Java and put at Desktop 

 

Now go to sudo gedit ~/.bashrc 

 

Enter one more java variable 

Export HADOOP_CLASSPATH=$JAVA_HOME/lib/tools.jar 

 

> source ~/.bashrc 

 

One has java file (wordcount.java) 
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To compile Java File into the Hadoop environment enter following 

command 

> hadoop com.sun.tools.javac.Main WordCount.java 

 

To create jar file 

> jar cf ashwin.jar WordCount*.class 

 

To execute Jar File on Hadoop 

Syntax: hadoop jar <jar file name> < java_file_name> <source directory to 

read file> <destination_dir to get output> 

 

>  hadoop jar ashwin.jar WordCount /dir1/ashwin /t1out 

 

5.1.6  Installation of the scheduling algorithm 

 
After Hadoop installation, whenever we run the proposed scheduler, we have 

to put that scheduler on the “CLASSPATH”. For that we have to copy the 

“hadoop-*-scheduler.jar” from “HADOOP_HOME/build/contrib/scheduler” 

to “HADOOP_HOME/lib”. Similarly, we have to change the 

“HADOOP_CLASSPATH” in “HADOOP_CONF_DIR/hadoop-env.sh” to 

include this jar. 

 

To use the scheduler, In Hadoop config file “HADOOP_CONF_DIR/mapred-

site.xml”, we also have to set the below property: 

 

“<property>” 

“<name>mapred.jobtracker.taskScheduler</name>” 

“<value>org.apache.hadoop.mapred.Scheduler</value>” 

“</property>” 

 

On the web UI of JobTracker, whenever you will restart the cluster, we will 

find that the scheduler is running with the “http://<jobtracker 

URL>/scheduler”. A "job scheduler administration" page is available at that 

place. There is also another option that, if we want to run the scheduler from 
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the origin of the source, we have to run “ant package” in our 

“HADOOP_HOME” directory. This will build “build/contrib/fair-

scheduler/hadoop-*- fairscheduler.jar”. 

 
 

5.1.7  Configuration of the scheduling algorithm  
 
The Scheduler contains a two-phase configuration process. First of all 

parameters of the algorithm need to be set in 

“HADOOP_CONF_DIR/mapred-site.xml”, wherever a single XML file is 

known as the “allocation file”, placed as default in 

“HADOOP_CONF_DIR/scheduler.xml”, is supported to configure pools, pre-

emption conditioned timeouts, running limitation of job and limited shares.  

 

The allocation file allowing us to modify the pool settings without start over 

your Hadoop cluster which is runtime load again intermittently. To find 

similar sharing in users for a minimal installation process, there is no need to 

edit into the allocation file. 

 

The allocation file organizes limited job running, weights, and pre-emption 

time outs and limited shares for every pool. Which pools or users whose 

results vary from the initial values, they have to be configured this file 

explicitly. The allocation file is placed at 

“HADOOP_HOME/conf/scheduler.xml”. It may contain different types of 

elements as below: 

 

• Configure every pool is as “pool elements”. 

• To define the minimum share task slots of the pool, define “minMaps” and 

“minReduces”. 

• To define maximum concurrent task slots of the pool, define “maxMaps” 

and “maxReduces”. 

• For internal scheduling mode of the pool, define “scheduling mode”, which 

can be used for rational sharing or “FIFO for first-in-first-out”. 

• To bound the total number of jobs of the pool, define “maxRunningJobs” to 

run at once. 
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• To cluster sharing as non-proportionally with compare to other available 

pools, define “weight”. The default value of weight is defined as 1.0. 

• If the wait of the pool is below its minimum share before terminated to other 

tasks of pools, define “minSharePreemptionTimeout”. The default value of 

that is defined as infinite. 

• To limit the jobs, “user elements” can contain a “maxRunningJobs”. 

• Whose limit is not fixed in default running job for any pools, define 

“poolMaxJobsDefault”. 

• Whose limit is not fixed in default running job for any users, define 

“userMaxJobsDefault”. 

• If any pool is not specified, sets the default minimum share “pre-emption 

timeout”, define “defaultMinSharePreemptionTimeout”. 

• When jobs are under the half-line of their share which defines the “pre-

emption timeout”, define “SharePreemptionTimeout”. 

• Whose mode is not defined for sets as default scheduling mode for available 

pools, define whose mode, define “defaultPoolSchedulingMode”. 

 

If we found the non-default values as set for the available pool or user at that 

time only we have to define Pool and user elements. It means, before running 

the scheduler, in your “config file” there is no need to declare all pools and all 

users. Whenever any pool or user is not available in the “config file”, the 

default values for pre-emption timeouts, its time limits, etc. will be used. 

 

An example of the allocation file is as below: 

 

“<?xml version="1.0"?>” 

“<allocations>” 

“<pool name="sample_pool">” 

“<minMaps>10</minMaps>” 

“<minReduces>10</minReduces>” 

“<maxMaps>25</maxMaps>” 

“<maxReduces>25</maxReduces>” 

“<minSharePreemptionTimeout>300</minSharePreemptionTimeout>” 

“</pool>” 
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“<user name="sample_user">” 

“<maxRunningJobs>11</maxRunningJobs>” 

“</user>” 

“<userMaxJobsDefault>3</userMaxJobsDefault>” 

“<SharePreemptionTimeout>600</SharePreemptionTimeout>” 

“</allocations>” 

 

We are trying to create a “sample_pool” with 5 slots of map function and 5 

slots of reduce function in the above example. Also, we define pre-emption 

timeout as 300 seconds. Now, here if it does not complete its task within this 

time limitation to achieve its share, it has to kill tasks from other available 

pools. Here the upper limit of the pool is 25 map task slots and 25 reduce task 

slots. It means that whenever 25 tasks are running into that pool, there is no 

chance to enter that pool.  

 

Here also, the example shows that a share pre-emption timeout of 600 

seconds. Suppose, any job is running under the half of its share for 600 

seconds, it will be permitted to kill tasks from other available jobs to its share 

achieved. As Discuss earlier, we have to set pre-emption to be enabled in 

“mapred-site.xml” in the pre-emption settings. Pre-emption timeout and no 

guaranteed capacity for the pool which is not defined in the allocation file. If 

there is no pre define limit is given to any user or pool then it will be able to 

run a many numbers of jobs into that. 

 

Here, the scheduler will be used in queue based technique, to control the 

MapReduce system to define the control of every pool access. For this 

process, initially allow “ACLs” and define a queue, then define the scheduler 

to use one pool per queue by including the given below property in 

“HADOOP_CONF_DIR/mapredsite.xml”: 

 

“<property>” 

“<name>mapred.fairscheduler.poolnameproperty</name>” 

“<value>mapred.job.queue.name</value>” 

“</property>” 
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We can also set the weight, internal scheduling mode, and a minimum share 

of each pool as earlier defined. Also, verify with the setting of 

“mapred.job.queue.name” property into the jobs, which will be set into the 

right queue by the user. 

 

Now a very important point to understand is, the scheduler able to give 

runtime support for administration with two mechanisms: 

 

1. Very first support is we can modify limits, pool schedules, pre-emption 

timeouts, and minimum shares at runtime.  

2. Second support is, with the use of “http://<JobTracker URL>/scheduler”, 

JobTracker's web interface examined the share, pools, and also Current jobs. 

Here, we can also move the jobs from one pool to another and modify the 

priority of jobs. 

 

On the web interface, for each job the given below fields can be seen: 

 

• To submit Date and time job – “Submitted”. 

• On the standard web UI, for Job identifiers – “JobID, User, Name”. 

• To move job one from another – “Pool” - Current pool of job. 

• To change the job's priority select another value – “Priority” - Current 

priority.   

• Number of a total task or finished tasks – “Maps/Reduces Finished”. 

• Number of total tasks running currently – “Maps/Reduces Running”. 

• To find an average number of task slots to sharing – “Map/Reduce Fair 

Share”.  

• For sharing calculations of Weight of the job – “Maps/Reduce Weight”. 

 

5.2  Result Analysis 
 

In the current flow of working, this distributed file system works with the name 

node as a coordinator. As earlier mentioned we will focus on the Process 

allocation ratio and execution time parameter to improve the performance of 
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our algorithm. Concerning the above parameter whenever I applied the 

proposed algorithm on data set named "Current enrolment across different 

education level in Higher Education" which has 10.80 GB in size and taken 

from the government of India's database. After successfully execute our 

algorithm on this database, I got the following results. Here I give the 

comparison of our proposed algorithm with other available scheduling 

algorithms. 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Algorithm/ 

Parameters 

Response 

Time 

(second) 

Average 

Waiting 

Time 

(second) 

Retrieva

l Time 

(second) 

seek 

time 

(second) 

Average 

Latency 

(second) 

1 Round 

Robin 

1054.313 46.23 1149.643 2013.296 2108.626 

2 Randomized 936.278 44.22 1031.608 1777.226 1872.556 

3 Least 

Connection 

1022.358 45.01 1117.688 1949.386 2044.716 

4 Local Queue 1221.988 49.32 1317.318 2348.646 2443.976 

5 Central 

Queue 

2562.12 54.56 2657.450 5028.910 5124.240 

6 Proposed  

Scheduling 

Algorithm 

962.289 47.62 1057.619 1829.248 1924.578 

 

Table 5.1 : Result of the Proposed algorithm with different parameters  

 

Here is the comparative study of the above result compare to the threshold 

scheduler as a base. 
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Sr. 

No. 

Algorithm Response 

Time 

Average 

Waiting 

Time 

Retrieval 

Time 

seek 

time 

Average 

Latency 

1 Round Robin 9% 18% 8% 9% 9% 

2 Randomized 11% 4% 10% 12% 11% 

3 Least 

Connection 

3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 

4 Local Queue -16% -7% -15% -17% -16% 

5 Central Queue -143% -18% -131% -150% -143% 

6 Proposed 

Scheduler 

9% -3% 8% 9% 9% 

Table 5.2 :  Result of the proposed algorithm with different parameters  

 

Here is the graphical analysis of the result. 

 

 

Figure 5.6 : Comparison of Response time (Second) 
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Whenever we measure response time with applying same database to same 

configured node’s clusters, we get the batter response time with compare to 

round robin scheduling algorithm, randomized algorithm, local queue 

algorithm and central algorithm which shows in above result comparison chart 

of response time.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7 : Comparison of waiting time (Second) 

 

 

Whenever we measure average waiting time with applying same database to 

same configured node’s clusters, we get the batter average waiting time with 

compare to round robin scheduling algorithm, randomized algorithm, least 

connection algorithm, local queue algorithm and central algorithm which 

shows in above result comparison chart of average waiting time.   
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Figure 5.8 : Comparison of Retrieval time (Second) 

 

 

Whenever we measure retrieval time with applying same database to same 

configured node’s clusters, we get the batter retrieval time with compare to 

least connection algorithm, local queue algorithm and central algorithm which 

shows in above result comparison chart of retrieval time.   
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Figure 5.9 : Comparison of Seek time (Second) 

 

 

Whenever we measure Seek time with applying same database to same 

configured node’s clusters, we get the batter average Seek time with compare 

to least connection algorithm, local queue algorithm and central algorithm 

which shows in above result comparison chart of Seek time.   
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Figure 5.10 : Comparison of Average Latency (Second) 

 

Whenever we measure average latency with applying same database to same 

configured node’s clusters, we get the batter average latency with compare to 

least connection algorithm, local queue algorithm and central algorithm which 

shows in above result comparison chart of average latency.   

 

So, all above diagram shows the comparative result analysis in a graphical 

manner. With this diagrammatical result analysis, we can say that whenever we 

measured different parameters like response time, average waiting time, 

retrieval time, seek time, average latency to different algorithm with our 

proposed algorithm, we get the batter result with compare to other algorithm. 

And that’s why we can say that our proposed algorithm has batter results 

compare to others. 
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CHAPTER - 6 

Conclusion & Future Work 

6.1 Conclusion  

As we know that the data science field is the swiftest growing field into the real 

world. When development is running for a huge amount of data, we need to 

care for the production of the quality result. Also, we have to care about this 

process completely as fast as possible in recent times. And that's why the 

allocation of the process is as important as the development of that application. 

So, in recent times it is required to build an efficient scheduling algorithm to 

allocate process to its required node and it can complete its process inefficient 

way to produce batter results.   

 

We have seen an introduction part of data analytics and different techniques of 

data analytics in Chapter 1. That first of all we have seen the overview of 

Hadoop. We had discussed the basic framework of Hadoop. In which we 

discussed Hadoop common, Hadoop yarn, and different features of Hadoop. 

After that, we were taken a brief introduction to the Hadoop distributed file 

system. In that, we discussed the basic architecture of the Hadoop distributed 

file system. We see that working of name node, data node, job tracker, and task 

tracker. After that, we see how MapReduce can work in this environment. 

Also, we discussed the mapper function, shuffling function, and reducer 

function in detail. After that, we discussed the main focus area of this research 

and that is the scheduling algorithm. We were also discussing various 

applications of this field. After that, I tried to explain the motivation of this 

research and my main focus area of this research “objective”. What is my 

original contribution to this, I also include this part in this chapter. The 

limitation of this work also included in this chapter. And finally given my 

workflow of research. 

 

In chapter 2, we present a literature survey related to this research. That first of 
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all, I was given a detailed study of the basic requirement of big data analytics. 

Then I was trying to give a detailed study of different data transfer techniques, 

which describes the different methods of data transfer like parallel and 

pipeline. Based on that I was given a basic study of load balancing 

requirements on which my research is dependent.    

 

In chapter 3, we try to give a comparative study of many criteria that are 

affected by our research. We gave a comparative study of different big data 

techniques, a comparative study between the google file system and Hadoop 

distributed file system, comparative study of different scheduling techniques, a 

comparative study between homogeneous system and heterogeneous system, 

and comparison between parallel method and pipeline method. We are also 

present the problem definition of the research over here. 

 

In chapter 4, we discuss the main part of this research and that is the objectives 

of the research. After that, we try to give a fundamental overview of the 

existing system's flow of work. After that, we are presenting the proposed 

algorithm. And the flow of proposed work. We also include the methodology 

of research in this chapter. At last in the chapter, we mention the scope of 

work. 

 

In chapter 5, the implementation of this research is given in detail. We tried to 

give an explanation beginning from the basic installation of Hadoop to final 

map-reduce installation steps. We also try to give details explanations of single 

node installation and how can we transfer from a single node to a multi-node 

installation. Here, we try to give some basic idea of the installation of the 

scheduling algorithm, which is the main part of this research. After 

successfully implementing the algorithm, we fetch the result from that. We 

give the detailed result analysis of this proposed algorithm with a comparison 

of the already available scheduling algorithm. Here we also graphically give 

result analysis to easily understand the difference between all values.  

 

And finally, in chapter 6 we conclude our reach work. Here we are given that 

what we achieved with this proposed algorithm. We also include the scope of 
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future enhancement of this work, which will help other researchers to enhance 

this algorithm in the future. 

 

6.2 Achievements  

In the distributed file system, whenever we are deal with any number of nodes, 

and a large amount of data we are very much concerned about fast processing 

and getting in time results. In And for HDFS, whenever the flow of the process 

is large at name node, it can directly assign the process to their data node in a 

serial manner and load distribution become unbalance. In this research, I try to 

overcome this problem. In this research, the proposed algorithm manages the 

load balancing at the name node and distribute that node only to those data 

node which has a minimum load. This algorithm applied in a homogenous 

environment so, the result is comparable with the same configured load and 

gets the accurate balanced load distribution system. 

 

With the use of this new algorithm, we can find which node has a minimum 

load with compare to others and thus Name node assigning the task to that 

node to maintain the load balancing. So, at the end load balancing occur in 

cluster of nodes and process allocation become compatible. 

 

6.3 Future Work  

In this thesis, we have restricted our study up to a homogeneous application 

system only. This can be extended up to a heterogeneous application system 

which has different domains and complex architectures. In future, it is an open 

issue for all to develop an efficient Scheduling tool for Enhancement of 

different Software architectures which used different architectural platform and 

also provide the support to modify the architecture during runtime which 

makes it applicable for runtime modification and maintenance. 
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